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Abstract
Uniswap Finance is a BEP20-based token established in
the Binance Smart Chain network in the 4th Quarter of
2020. Uniswap Finance is a token developed in the field
of Blockchain with its expert team.
The aim of Uniswap Finance is to provide safe money
exchange to people and to collect everything related to
Blockchain in a mobile application and make them
ready for people to use.
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WHAT IS UNISWAP FINANCE?
Uniswap Finance is a BEP20 'token created
on the Binance smart chain. It provides easy
usage with low fee fees in the BSC network.
Together with its reliable mediators, it enables
fast and efficient trading by eliminating
unnecessary rental methods.
OUR MISSION
Our mission is to become a global brand, to
ensure the right ownership together with our
partners and to provide the highest security
works of our operations.
OUR VISION
Our vision is to make a simple and
understandable production all over the world in a
way that is common to this situation that spreads
so that money can be used freely and in more
widespread areas, to accompany people to adapt to
this coordination and improve people's lives
significantly. Also our vision is to ensure that
people reach the welfare level.

PROJECT
Our project will consist of contents about the entire
Blockchain and Cryptocurrency world on the internet.
Our goal is to develop a secure mobile application that
will accurately introduce and explain Blockchain and
the Crypto Money world to people.
This application will contain News, Events, Blog and
Forum sections.
In this way, people will be able to follow the
Blockchain and Cryptocurrency world up-to-date and
accurately.
Within the existing application, people will be informed
about the tokens that are or will be created in the
market, thanks to advertisements and comments.
At the same time, it will gather this platform divided
into different social media into a single application.

TOKEN ECONOMICS

ROADMAP

Social Medias
Mail : support@uniswapfinancing.com
Website : www.uniswapfinancing.com
Telegram : https://t.me/UniswapFinanceCommunity
Twitter : https://twitter.com/uniswapfinance
Instagram : https://instagram.com/uniswap.finance
Medium : https://uniswapfinance.medium.com/
Reddit : https://www.reddit.com/user/uniswapfinance
Github : https://github.com/uniswapfinance/

Quote of Team
In the world that is in the transition to a new system,
recently, the importance of Cryptocurrency and
Blockchain is increasing rapidly. With the emergence of
blockchain technology, we provide you safe and fast
service with our experienced team who follow this
technology up to date. In the Cryptocurrency World,
where "Security and Reliability" are important, we have
identified these two fundamental ideas as our main
purpose and we are moving forward with that purpose.
With the mobile application we will create for the
Blockchain and Cryptocurrency world, we will provide
security and reliability to all people who want to learn
about these technologies or/and who want to follow upto-date news about Cryptocurrency and Blockchain
World.
As we say in our slogan “We Will Grow Together!”.
Best Regards.

